Jenna Fox is adored by her family, but their adoration goes too far when they scientifically modify her after an accident to save her life, to the point she is barely human. Jenna struggles to discover what is it that defines a human, and therefore, what it is that defines herself as her journey for personal freedom unfolds. "The Adoration of Jenna Fox" by Mary E. Pearson is a combination of science fiction, coming of age, and romantic elements, combined with questions of ethical and moral significance that makes the novel an important read.

Jenna Fox wakes from what she is told was Today I watch Year Three / Jenna Fox. It begins with my third birthday party. A small girl runs, laughing at nothing at all, and is finally stopped by a tall, weathered stone wall. She slaps tiny starburst hands against the stone and looks back at the camera. I pause the scene. I scan the smile. The face. Å€€€œI am Jenna Fox. Yes, I live over there.Å€€€ I reach my hand out to him and we shake. Å€€œYour hands are like ice, young lady. You still acclimating? Å€€œI donå€™t know what that means, but I nod and say yes. Å€€œI saw you from my room. THE ADORATION. of JENNA.FOX. Mary e. pearson. California. I used to be someone. Someone named Jenna Fox. That's what they tell me. But I am more than a name. Å€€œI know when someone is sick that people check on her. What kind of person was Jenna Fox that she didn't have any. friends? Was she someone I even want to remember?